1. IT IS WITH A PROFOUND Sense of REGRET, SORROW, APPREHENSION AND EMBARRASSMENT THAT I RISE THIS MORNING TO EXPRESS TO YOU FEELINGS WHICH YOU NO DOUBT SHARE WITH ME. THE SORROW AND THE APPREHENSION REFER TO THE PRECARIOUS AND CRITICAL SITUATION...ISRAEL. THE REGRET AND THE EMBARRASSMENT IN THAT I, A LOYAL AND DEVOTED CITIZEN OF AMERICA, MUST PUBLICLY ACKNOWLEDGE THAT MY LOVED COUNTRY HAS, IN ITS DIPLOMACY, VEERED FROM ITS TRADITIONAL PATH OF MORALITY, PRINCIPLE AND DECENCY, AND HAS BECOME IMMORAL AND CYCLICAL AS IT HAS NEVER BEEN BEFORE. IT IS EASY FOR SOMEONE WHO DOES NOT LOVE HIS COUNTRY TO SAY THOSE WORDS OF CONDEMNATION. IT IS PAINFUL, EMBARRASSING, HEART-RENDING AND EXCRUTIATING FOR ME TO SAY THEM AND FOR YOU TO HEAR THEM.

I SPEAK ABOUT THE MIDDLE EAST CRISIS TODAY BECAUSE MANY OF YOU, MY CONGREGANTS, HAVE REQUESTED IT. I SPEAK ABOUT IT BECAUSE IT IS A PERIOD OF GREAT AND TERRIBLE EMERGENCY, AND "IF NOT NOW, WHEN THEN?" I SPEAK ABOUT IT, DESPITE MY CUSTOMARY DISLIKE FOR USING THE PULPIT FOR TOPICS THAT SOME MIGHT INTERPRET AS ENGAGING UPON POLITICS, BECAUSE OF LATE THERE HAS BEEN A TERRIFIC BARRAGE OF PRO-ARAB PROPAGANDA IN SPRINGFIELD THAT IS SUBTLY BEGINNING TO MOLD PUBLIC OPINION. I SPEAK AS I DO BECAUSE, UNFORTUNATELY, DESPITE THE MULTIPLECTY OF ORGANIZATIONS IN OUR COMMUNITY, THERE IS NOT ONE SINGLE ONE WHICH MAKES ANY ATTEMPT TO COUNTERACT THIS EVIL PROPAGANDA AND EDUCATE THE PUBLIC TO OUR POINT OF VIEW AND, LET ALONE THE NON-JEWISH PUBLIC, EVEN THE JEWISH PUBLIC.

2. I RECOGNIZE THE FACT THAT IT IS COMPLETELY UNNECESSARY FOR ME TO HAVE TO CONVINCE YOU OF THE URGENCY OF THE SITUATION PRECIPITATED BY THE EGYPTIAN-RUSSIAN ARMS DEAL, AND FOSTERED BY THE SPINELESSNESS, NARROW-MINDEDNESS AND, AS WE SHALL SEE, IMMORALITY, OF THOSE WHO GUIDE OUR FOREIGN POLICY. BUT ALLOW ME TO SUMMARIZE, VERY BRIEFLY, SOME OF THE ESSENTIAL FACTS WITH WHICH YOU MIGHT NOT BE OVERLY WELL ACQUAINTED.

3. OUR ADMINISTRATION, SPEAKING AS IT DOES WITH SO MUCH SELF-RIGHTeousNESS AND SHAM PIETY, OF "STRICT NEUTRALITY AND IMPARTIALITY", IS NATURALLY CONCERNED, AND RIGHTEOUS, WITH SECURING ITS INTERESTS IN THE MIDDLE EAST IN ITS CONSTANT STRUGGLE AGAINST COMMUNIST EXPANSION. ONE WOULD IMAGINE, THEREFORE, THAT OUR STATE DEPARTMENT WOULD BE FULLY JUSTIFIED IN ITS ONE-SIDED AND PREJUDICED PRO-ARAB APPROACH IF ISRAEL HAD REJECTED ITS REQUESTS FOR A FORMAL, REAL AND CONCRETE PRO-WESTERN ORIENTATION. WHAT ARE THE FACTS?

FIRST, NOT ONLY HAS ISRAEL NOT REJECTED AMERICAN REQUESTS FOR COOPERATION, BUT HAS VOLUNTARILY OFFERED THEM. IT IS A FACT THAT ON THREE SEPARATE OCCASIONS ISRAEL HAS OFFERED THE U.S. AIR BASES IN ITS OWN TERRITORY. THESE OFFERS HAVE BEEN AND TO THIS DAY ARE COMPLETELY IGNORED. IT IS ONE OF THE MANY SIGNIFICANT FACTS WHICH OUR FOREIGN STATE FAILED TO MENTION TO THE SENATE FOREIGN RELATIONS COMMITTEE.

IT IS A FACT THAT THE SECURITY PACT WHICH ISRAEL HAS BEEN SO ANXIOUS TO SECURE FROM OUR COUNTRY, (AND WHICH, AT THIS STAGE OF DEVELOPMENT, MAY NO LONGER SERVE ITS PURPOSE) WAS FIRST BROACHED NOT BY ISRAEL, BUT THE VERY SAME STATE WHO NOW REFUSES TO CONSIDER IT. IT HAPPENED TWO YEARS AGO WHEN, IN MR. DULLES' OFFICE, HE FIRST MENTIONED IT TO ABBA EBN. I MIGHT ADD...BY ROADS THERE, COMPLAINED WE OVER ANXIOUS, ARAB BARK MORE THAN BIT, DULLES (BY WINDOW) STORY BARKING DOG... AND YET, AMERICA, WHICH HAS SECURITY FACTS WITH 74 COUNTRIES, REFUSES ONE TO ISRAEL. ISRAEL ONLY COUNTRY WORLD NO SECURITY PACT MAJOR POWER EXCEPT SWITZERLAND. DIFFERENCE: SWITZERLAND SURROUNDED MTS., ISRAEL BY ARABS; SWITZ SURROUNDED THOSE WHO WANT CLIMB HER ALPS, ISRAEL THOSE WANT HER SCALPS.

4. WHAT ARE THE REASONS ADVANCED BY THE STATE DEPT FOR THIS POLICY? LET ME MENTION SOME, AND JUDGE FOR YOURSELVES WHETHER OR NOT THERE IS IN THEM ANY DEGREE OF SINGERTY, DECENCY OR MORALITY.

TRIPARTITE FACT: A FRAUD! IF ARABS SHOULD BE AGGRESSORS, WILL ENGLAND SEND ARMY VS. EGYPT - WHEN IT STILL HAS TIES WITH SUEZ?... OR VS. JORDAN WHICH, AS OF THIS DAY, STILL SUPPORTS?... OR USA VS IRAQ WHICH IT SUPPLIES FULL AS PART BAGHDAD PACT... OR VS. SAUDI ARABIA, WHICH GETS WHAT IT WANTS FROM US BECAUSE OIL MORE INFLUENTIAL THAN DEMOCRACY?
ISRAEL TOO SMALL: DULLES TOLD SENATE COM.., PROBABLY WITH TONGUE IN CHEEK (HABITUAL RESTING PLACE FOR THOSE ORGAN WITH DIPLOMATS) THAT NO ARMS FOR ISRAEL BECAUSE IT IS TOO SMALL, SO NO USE ARMING. (LET US ACCEPT THAT ARGUMENT AT FACE VALUE AND NOT TRY DELVE INTO THE DEEP LAYERS OF CYNICISM AND LUDICROUSNESS IT BASED UPON.) BUT LET US CONFRONT THIS SECY STATE WITH FACTS: FORMOSA...........GUATEMALA...........IRAN.

NO ARMS RACE, MAINTAIN PEACE: THE EXCUSE UTTERED BY EVERYONE FROM CHEIF OF STATE DOWN. I REGRET THAT I LACK THE ELOQUENCE WITH WHICH THIS SPECIOUS PIECE OF NERVE SHOULD BE ANSWERED. LOGICALLY, IT IS ABSOLUTELY ABSURD. I CANNOT BELIEVE THAT A MAN WHO HAD ACHIEVED SUCH GREAT FAME AS A MILITARY COMMANDER COULD SAY THAT AND MEAN IT. IT IS EQUIVALENT TO SAYING THAT IF THIEVES ARE BREAKING INTO YOUR NEIGHBOR'S HOME, YOU SHOULD MAKE NO ATTEMPT TO HELP HIM, BECAUSE THAT WOULD BE STARTING A FIGHT....OR NOT SAVING SOMEONE FROM LYNCHING BECAUSE IT MIGHT MAKE THINGS DISGRACEABLE. OF COURSE THERE IS NO ARMS RACE! THERE IS NO ARMS RACE BECAUSE ARABS GETTING ALL, ISRAEL NONE! IF ADMINISTRATION FOLLOWED SAME LOGIC IN OWN SECURITY SITUATION WOULD HAVE NO DEFENSE PROGRAM, BECAUSE INVOLVES ARMS COMPETITION WITH RUSSIA!!!

(BUT BEFORE WE BEGIN TO THROW FULL BLAME ON DIABOLICAL MASTERMINDS COMMUNIST RUSSIA, REMEMBER: THIS SAME ADMINISTRATION WHICH SO DEPLORES ARMS RACES IS:

**SHIPPING HEAVY ARMS, WITHOUT RESTRICTION, TO IRAQ...WHICH PUT ANTI-ISRAEL CLAUSE INTO BAGHDAD PACT WITH OUR BLESSINGS

**SHIPPING ARMS TO LEBANON

** " " TO SAUDI ARABIA — AND THE FARGE WITH THE TANKS IS ONLY A DROP IN BUCKET

** IT WAS BRITAIN, WITH AMERICAN CONSENT BY SILENCE, FIRST SUGGESTED TRUNCATION ISRAEL BY RECOMMENDING CEDING NEGEV TO EGYPT...NOT RUSSIA, BUT WEST...WOULD GREAT BRITAIN WILLING CED TO SCOTLAND TO FRANCE? ... USA CED TEXAS TO MEXICO, OR ALASKA TO RUSSIA? THIS IS NOT DIPLOMACY IN THE GREAT MORAL TRADITION OF AMERICA. THIS IS UNDISGUISED HYPOCRISY IN THE GRAND TRADITION OF COMMUNISM. SECY STATE MAINTAINED RUSSIA ADOPTING OUR TECHNIQUES. I SUGGEST THAT HE IS ADOPTING THEIR TECHNIQUES. (STORY ANATOLE FRANCE OF THAISE * HE TRIES TO CONVERT COURTESAN, RESULT: SHE-NUN, HE-A DEGENERATE.)

5. OF COURSE, CONSIDERATION OF AMERICAN SECURITY SHOULD BE A PRIME MOVER IN OUR DIPLOMACY. (IF IT WEREN'T THEN WE AMERICANS WOULD BE IMPULLED TO BAN THIS ADMINISTRATION.) BUT DON'T FORGET THAT IN PAST IT WAS POLICY ALL ADMINISTRATIONS TO GIVE SECURITY SECOND PLACE, AND RESERVE FIRST FOR MORALITY AND DECENCY. (WE JEWS TOO BELIEVE "PIKUACH NEFESH DUCHEE..." BUT NOT "GULY ARAYOS, SHF, DAMAMIM AND AVODAH ZARAH".... AND OUR PRESENT ADMINISTRATION HAS FOSTERED THE IDOLATRY OF OIL INTERESTS, THE CONDONING OF POSSIBLE MASS MURDER OF ALL ISRAELIS AND THEベース, ABJET, UNDIMINISHED AND DISGRACED IMMORALITY AS NO OTHER GOVT THIS GREAT COUNTRY EVER HAS.)

WHAT IS THE MORAL POSITION? ISRAEL'S PRO-DEMOCRATIC, ANTI-RED STAND NEEDS NO REVIEWING FOR YOU. (AMERICA, A LAND OF 100 ODD MILLION HAS A NUMBER OF ITS PATRIOTS LANGUISHING IN RUSSIAN AND CHINESE PRISON CAMPS — A HANDFUL; ISRAEL HAS ITS PATRIOTS, BY THE THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS ROTTING AWAY IN SIBERIA BECAUSE WILL NOT RENOUNCE LOVE ISRAEL.)

...NOW LOOK ARABS: OUR SECY STATE WHO RIGHTEOUSLY MAKES ISSUE EVERY INSTANCE COMMUNIST INJUSTICE, DISMISSES AS A "MATTER OF TASTE" THE TYRANNY OF SAUDI ARABIA WHERE HANDFUL FAMILIES ARE FABULOUSLY WEALTHY, REST COUNTRY IN FEUDAL SERFDOM. WHERE A COMMON THIEF IS PUNISHED BY COURTS WITH CHOPPING OFF HAND. WHERE YOUNG AFRICAN GIRLS LURED BY RELIGIOUS PARDONING ARE CAPTURED AS SLAVES, SOLD TO WEALTHY ARABS AS MEMBERS OF THEIR DEGRADING HAREMS... AND WE ARM THEM AS PRO-AMERICAN AND PRO-DEMOCRACY. WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO OUR BELOVED AMERICA TO RESERVE SUCH DÉGADATION, SUCH SHAME???

6. BUT FORGET THE MORAL POSITION — AND OUR FOREIGN POLICY MAKERS HAVE INDEED DONE SO. IS IT NOT A PATENT FACT THAT OUR SECURITY IS SAFEST WITH ISRAEL, NOT AGAINST IT? IS IT NOT OBVIOUS TO ANY MAN WITH INTELLIGENCE TEN-YEAR OLD THAT ARABS SIMPLY CANNOT BE TRUSTED? HOW LONG WILL AMERICAN AND BRITISH DIPLOMATS HAVE TO BE SLAPPED DOWN UNTIL THEY WAKE UP FROM THEIR FAIRY TALE FANCIES ABOUT PROUD AND POWERFUL AND DIGNIFIED ARABS... HOW MANY MORE SUCH INSTANCES NECESSARY, AS: IRAQI COOPERATION NAZIS W.W.III; EGYPT-SUEZ; EGYPT AND SYRIA — USSR WITH ITS MILITARY MISSIONS; AND NOW: JORDAN—GLUEB PASHA?"
7. I CANNOT HELP BUT AGREE WITH HENRY MORTON'S CHARACTERIZATION OF OUR SECY STATE AS THE ERNEST BEVIN OF AMERICA. THIS IS APPEASMENT IN THE IGNO Minous TRADITION OF CHAMBERLAIN. THAT INFAMOUS UMBRELLA HAS BEEN DUSTED OFF, AND OUR SECY STATE NOW CARRIES IT WITH HIM AND INDEED IT SERVES THE ADMIRABLE PURPOSE OF SHIELDING HIM FROM THE TRUTH WHICH IS AS OBVIOUS AS THE SUNSHINE.

8. "KIYOR" (WASH-BASIN) IN TABERNACLE MADE OF "MAROS TZVOS", METAL MIRRORS. GREAT RABBI (TOLDOS YAakov Yosef): SO PEOPLE CAN SEE THEMSELVES AS THEY ARE, WITH ALL DIRT, AND THEMSELF CLEANSE, PURIFY SELVES.

LET OUR PRESENT LEADERS TAKE GOOD LOOK SELVES, AND WILL SEE RED BLUSH BREAKING THROUGH IMMORAL STAINS ON FACES AND DIRT HANDS.... LET THEM BEGIN TO WONDER WHAT HAS HAPPENED TO THE AMERICAN WAY OF THE PAST, THE AMERICAN WAY WHICH OPENED ITS DOORS WIDE TO PERSECUTED REFUGEES OF ALL NATIONS, WHICH VOLUNTARILY GAVE FREEDOM TO PHILIPPINES, WHICH PROTESTED SO ELOQUENTLY AND VALIANTLY WHEN ROMANIA BEGAN MAKE POGROMS JEWS? LET THEM SEE THE MORAL BLEMISH, AND LET THEM BOW THEIR HEADS BEFORE G-D, CLEAN THEIR HANDS IN HIS "KIYOR", WASH THEIR BLEMISHED FACES AND PURIFY THEIR HEARTS.....

9. AND LET NOT AMERICAN JEWS DISMISS THIS WHOLE MATTER LIGHTLY AS A THING FOR ISRAELIS TO WORRY ABOUT OR AS "POLITICS AS USUAL". EX-PRES. TRUMAN IN MEMOIRS RECENTLY STATED THAT HE REGRETS TO ACKNOWLEDGE THAT THERE ARE MEN IN STATE DEPT. HIGH UP, WHO ARE OUTRIGHT RACIALISTS, ANTISEMITES, AND THAT ANTISEMITISM, WHICH I BELIEVE IMPLICITLY IS NOT WITHOUT INFLUENCE ON THE PRESENT CONDUCT OF AMERICAN POLICY, IS ALREADY AFFECTING US AS AMERICAN JEWS.

**FIRMS DEALING WITH ARAB COUNTRIES MUST BE "JUDENREIN"...SHADES OF HITLER!
**U.S.A. CANNOT SEND JEWS IN MILITARY OR DIPLOMAT MISSIONS TO ARAB COUNTRIES. SO THAT OUR OWN GOVT IS CONSENTING TO DISCRIMINATE AGAINST ITS OWN JEWISH CITIZENS.

**AMERICAN TOURISTS TO JORDAN ARE CHECKED AS TO RELIGION, AND JEWS KEPT OUT. FANTASTIC LENGTHS TO WHICH THEY GO -- AND CONDONED BY OUR STATE DEPT: CANCELLED ALL JEWISH NAMES - FOUND THAT SOME GENTILES HAVE JEWISH NAMES, VICE VERSA... THEN HIT UPON INGENIOUS METHOD OF INVESTIGATING JEWISHNESS BY ANATOMY, UNTIL AMERICANS PROTESTED THIS GROTESQUE INDIGNITY... (PROBABLY HAD ONLY JEWS COMPLAINED WOULD HAVE BEEN REJECTED BECAUSE OF "DIPLOMATIC" REASONS OR REASONS OF "TASTE")... FINALLY, REQUIRE ALL AMERICANS SWORN AFFIDAVIT THAT NOT A JEW.....

**AND THIS FRIENDS, TOLERATED IN A COUNTRY **OUR OWN BELOVED AMERICA*** WHOSE VERY LIFE AND EXISTENCE PREDICATED UPON EQUALITY OF ALL ITS CITIZENS.... COUNTRY WHICH CONDEMN THE SAME THING WHEN PERPETRATED BY OTHER NATIONS.... COUNTRY WHICH PRIDES ITSELF ON ITS GREAT AMERICAN HERITAGE.....

10. (CANNOT HELP BUT UTER THE WORDS OF THE LITURGIST: "OY L'OZNAVIM SHE'KACH SHOME'OS"... WOE TO THE EARS THAT HAVE HEARD SUCH WORDS, AND WOE TO THE EYES THAT HAVE SEEN SUCH DEEDS.....) ISRAEL IS TODAY FACING A GREAT CRISIS. BUT AMERICA IS FACING AN EVEN GREATER ONE. ISRAEL STANDS TO LOSE THE BODIES OF ITS YOUTHS, CHALLAH, BUT AMERICA STANDS TO LOSE ITS SOUL. AS I STAND BEFORE YOU TODAY, I FEAR MORE FOR AMERICA THAN I DO FOR ISRAEL. AND MORE THAN ALL, I FEAR FOR OURSELVES. FOR IT IS WE WHO SHALL BE MOST STRICTLY JUDGED BY HISTORY AND BY G-D. FOR IT IS WITHIN OUR POWER TO SAVE THE BODIES OF ISRAEL AND THE SOUL OF AMERICA. WE KNOW WHAT TO DO, WE EVEN KNOW HOW TO DO IT. NOW WE MUST DO IT. WE MUST LEAD OUR BELOVED AMERICA TO THE SACRED BASIN IN THE TABERNACLE, AND HELP IT TO FIND CLEANLINESS, MORALITY, PURITY. IN OTHER WORDS, TO HELP AMERICA REDISCOVER ITSELF - ITS SOUL.